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6

CULTURAL HERITAGE

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

This chapter presents the findings of the Cultural Heritage assessment,
undertaken by Hyder Consulting (UK) Limited. It identifies the methodology used
to assess effects, existing and future baseline information, receptors potentially
affected, environmental design (mitigation) measures and residual effects.

6.1.2

An EIA Scoping Report was prepared that included the proposed scope of the
cultural heritage assessment, outlined the work that had been undertaken to date,
and also proposed additional work that would be undertaken for inclusion within
the Environment Statement (ES). The Scoping Opinion was issued by PINS in
June 2014 and a summary of the responses received (and how responses have
been dealt with in the ES), is provided in Appendix 4.1 (DCO Document
Reference 6.4.1).

6.1.3

Prior to the production of the ES, a Preliminary Environmental Information Report
(PEIR) was prepared and issued for statutory consultation in September 2014.
The PEIR contained a preliminary review of existing environmental conditions
along with potential effects of the Scheme and mitigation measures to avoid and
reduce the predicted effects. Responses from consultees were taken into
consideration to assist with the preparation of this ES chapter. A summary of the
responses received along with how responses have been dealt with in the ES is
provided in Appendix 4.2 (DCO Document Reference 6.4.2),

6.1.4

This chapter should be read in conjunction with Appendices 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and
6.5 (DCO Document References 6.6.1, 6.6.2, 6.6.3, 6.6.4 and 6.6.5) and Figures
6.1 to 6.5.

6.2

Regulatory and Planning Policy Framework

6.2.1

This assessment has been undertaken in accordance with current legislation
along with national, regional and local plans and policies; a summary of which is
provided below. Compliance with National Policy Statements EN-1 and EN-4 are
provided first in Table 6-1 then other relevant international, national, regional and
local legislation is provided in Table 6-2.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Table 6-1 Cultural Heritage Assessment – Compliance with National Policy Statements EN-1 and EN-4 and their Requirements
NPS Section

Addressed in ES Section

Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1)
Section 5.8.8 – 5.8.10: As part of the ES the applicant should
provide a description of the significance of the heritage assets
affected by the proposed development and the contribution of their
setting to that significance. The level of detail should be
proportionate to the importance of the heritage assets and no more
than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal
on the significance of the heritage asset. As a minimum the
applicant should have consulted the relevant Historic Environment
Record (HER) and assessed the heritage assets themselves using
expertise where necessary according to the proposed
development’s impact.
Where a development site includes, or the available evidence
suggests it has the potential to include, heritage assets with an
archaeological interest, the applicant should carry out appropriate
desk-based assessment (DBA) and, where such desk-based
research is insufficient to properly assess the interest, a field
evaluation. Where proposed development will affect the setting of a
heritage asset, representative visualisations may be necessary to
explain the impact.
The applicant should ensure that the extent of the impact of the
proposed development on the significance of any heritage assets
affected can be adequately understood from the application and
supporting documents.

Section 6.4, Table 6-11 and Appendix 6.1 (DCO
Document Reference 6.6.1)

Appendices 6.1 – 6.5 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1 6.6.5) and Section 6.8

NPS for Gas Supply Infrastructure and Gas and Oil Pipelines (EN-4)
No requirements relating to Cultural Heritage
The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Table 6-2 Cultural Heritage Assessment – Other Regulatory and Planning Policy Framework Requirements
Policy/Legislation

Summary of Requirements

Where Addressed in this Chapter

Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979

The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 gives
statutory protection to any structure, building or work which is considered
to be of particular historic or archaeological interest and regulates any
activities which may affect such areas. Under the Act any work that is
carried out on a Scheduled Monument must first obtain Scheduled
Monument consent.

Tables 6-3 and 6-12 and Appendix 6.1
(DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)

Planning (Listed
Buildings and
Conservation Areas)
Act 1990

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 applies Section 6.4, Table 6-12 and Appendix
special protection to buildings and areas of special architectural or historic 6.1 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)
interest.
Section 66 (1) of the Act states that “In considering whether to grant
planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the Secretary
of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic
interest which it possesses”.

National Planning
Policy Framework
(NPPF) (March 2012)

Section 12 of the NPPF conserving and enhancing the historic
environment contains the government’s policies relating to the historic
environment.
Paragraph 128 states that in determining applications, local planning
authorities should require an applicant to describe the significance of any
heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting.
The level of detail should be proportionate to the asset’s importance and
no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the
proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic
environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets
assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on
which development is proposed includes or has the potential to include

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Policy/Legislation

Summary of Requirements
Where Addressed in this Chapter
heritage assets with archaeological interest, local planning authorities
should require developers to submit an appropriate DBA and, where
necessary, a field evaluation.
Paragraph 129 states that local planning authorities should identify and
assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be
affected by a proposal (including development affecting the setting of a
heritage asset). They should take this assessment into account when
considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or
minimise conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any
aspect of the proposal.
Paragraph 135 states that the effect of an application on the significance of
a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in
determining the application. In weighing applications that affect directly or
indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be
required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the
significance of the heritage asset.
Paragraph 136 states that local planning authorities should not permit the
loss of the whole or part of a heritage asset, without taking all reasonable
steps to ensure that the new development will proceed after the loss has
occurred.
Paragraph 139 states that non-designated heritage assets of
archaeological interest that are demonstrably of equivalent significance to
scheduled monuments are to be considered subject to the same policies
as designated heritage assets.
Paragraph 141 states, in part, that local planning authorities should require
developers to record and advance understanding of the significance of any
heritage assets to be lost, whether wholly or in part in a manner
proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Policy/Legislation

Summary of Requirements
evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible, in the relevant
HER or local museum.

‘Saved Policies’ from
the North Lincolnshire
Local Plan (adopted
May 2003)

North Lincolnshire Council Local Plan contains a number saved polices
relating to the historic environment.
Of particular relevance to this assessment policy HE5 Development
Affecting Listed Buildings states “The Council will encourage the retention
and restoration of the historic setting of listed buildings. Proposals which
damage the setting of a listed building will be resisted”.
Policy HE8 Ancient Monuments states “Development proposals which
would result in an adverse effect on Scheduled Ancient Monuments and
other nationally important monuments, or their settings, will not be
permitted.”
Policy HE 9 Archaeological Excavation states “Where development
proposals affect sites of known or suspected archaeological importance,
an archaeological assessment to be submitted prior to the determination of
a planning application will be required. Planning permission will not be
granted without adequate assessment of the nature, extent and
significance of the remains present and the degree to which the proposed
development is likely to affect them. Sites of known archaeological
importance will be protected. When development affecting such sites is
acceptable in principle, mitigation of damage must be ensured and the
preservation of the remains in situ is a preferred solution. When in situ
preservation is not justified, the developer will be required to make
adequate provision for excavation and recording before and during
development.”

Joint Structure Plan
for Hull and East

Where Addressed in this Chapter

Section 6.4 and Table 6-12

Tables 6-3 and 6-12

Section 6.4, Section 6.7 and Appendix
6.3 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.3)

The Joint Structure Plan contains the following saved policies relating to
the historic environment:
ENV6 Built and Historic Assets

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Policy/Legislation
Summary of Requirements
Where Addressed in this Chapter
Riding ‘saved policies’ ENV7 Archaeological Remains
(adopted 2005)
ENV6 Built and Historic Assets states that “The setting, character or
Section 6.4 and Table 6-12
appearance of strategically important buildings, features and areas of
historic or architectural interest should be protected and where appropriate
enhanced.”
ENV7 Archaeological Remains states “Nationally important archaeological
Section 6.7
remains and their settings will be physically preserved and development
that is likely to have an adverse effect should not be allowed…
Archaeological remains will be protected unless an overriding need for the
development is demonstrated. When development affecting such sites is
acceptable in principle, mitigation of damage should be sought through
preservation of remains in situ wherever possible and those parts
destroyed or changed will be formally recorded.”
Holderness District
Wide Local Plan
(adopted April 1999)

The Holderness District Wide Local Plan contains a number of saved
policies relating to the historic environment.
Of particular relevance to this assessment is Env22 which states “The
Section 6.4and Table 6-12
Council will seek to preserve and enhance the setting of listed buildings by
appropriate control of new development”.
Section 6.4, Table 6-12 and Appendix
In addition Env28 states “Development proposals likely to adversely affect 6.1 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)
nationally important archaeological remains (whether scheduled or not)
and their settings, will be subject to special scrutiny and will only be
permitted if the proposal is in the national interest and there is no
alternative. Before any development is allowed, the Council will require
developers to demonstrate that adverse effects will be minimised, that
commensurate efforts to preserve the remains in situ will be made and,
where damage is unavoidable, that satisfactory arrangements for an
appropriate programme of archaeological investigation, recording and
publication exist.”

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Policy/Legislation

Summary of Requirements
Env29 states “Development proposals likely to adversely affect locally
important archaeological remains will only be permitted if the proposal
meets a local need that outweighs the intrinsic importance of the remains
and there is no alternative within the district or locality, as appropriate.
Before any development is allowed on sites which are known or likely to
contain archaeological remains, the Council will require developers to
demonstrate that adverse effects will be minimised (as far as is
reasonable) and, where preservation of the remains in situ is not justified,
that satisfactory arrangements for an appropriate programme of
archaeological investigation, recording and publication exist.”

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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6.3

Methodology

6.3.1

The approach outlined below has been followed in preparing the Cultural
Heritage chapter of the ES.

6.3.2

The Cultural Heritage assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) ‘Code of Conduct (CIfA 2013) and
Standards and Guidance for Historic Environment Desk Based Assessments’
(CIfA, 2012, updated 2014). The study also conforms to the requirements of the
NPPF.

6.3.3

In the absence of an overarching methodology for assessing impacts to the
cultural heritage resource the environmental assessment uses the assessment
methodology laid out in ‘Design Manual For Roads and Bridges (DMRB),
Volume 11 Section 3 Part 2’ (Highways Agency, 2007). This methodology has
been adapted where considered appropriate.

6.3.4

The scope of this assessment comprises:


Archaeology; and



Built Heritage.

Items Scoped out of the Assessment
6.3.5

Operation effects have been scoped out of this assessment following receipt of
the Scoping Opinion. Operational effects are unlikely given the nature of the
Scheme and the Secretary of State agrees operational impacts on cultural
heritage can be scoped out ‘Scoping Opinion: Proposed River Humber Pipeline
Replacement Project (PINS) (paragraph 3.13, bullet point 4).

6.3.6

Early consultations carried out as part of this assessment identified a requirement
to assess the potential for the Scheme to impact on the setting of the scheduled
monument (SM) Thornton Abbey following a consultation request from the North
Lincolnshire Historic Environment Officer. This was done as part of the DBA (see
Appendix 6.1 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)) and it was demonstrated that
there would be no impact. Therefore Thornton Abbey has been scoped out of any
further stages of this assessment. This was agreed by PINS in their Scoping
Opinion (DCO Document Reference 6.17, paragraph 3.13, bullet point 3).

6.3.7

Due to the proposed construction methods there would be no impact on any
archaeological remains potentially located within the Humber Estuary. Therefore
an assessment of the marine archaeological resource has been scoped out of
this assessment. This has been discussed and agreed in meetings with the
Humber Archaeology Partnership, North Lincolnshire Historic Environment
Record Officer and English Heritage (see Appendix 6.1 (DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1)).

6.3.8

Paull Conservation Area has been scoped out of this assessment. The setting of
the Conservation Area is inward looking and does not extend beyond its own

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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boundary. The Scheme does not extend into the Conservation Area so there is
no opportunity for impact.
Obtaining Baseline Information
6.3.9

6.3.10

Baseline information has been gathered by:


Identifying appropriate study area(s);



Taking into consideration issues raised through consultation with
interested parties (including during scoping);



Undertaking a desk study (including requesting information from third
parties) within agreed study area(s); and



Undertaking surveys / investigations within agreed study area(s).

Guidance outlined in the following documents was also used to inform the
baseline information gathering and referenced where applicable as part of the
impact assessment process:


Standards and Guidance for Historic Environment Desk-based Assessment
(Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, 2012, updated 2014);



The Setting of Heritage Assets (English Heritage, 2011, updated 2012); and



PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment Practice Guide (English
Heritage, 2010, updated 2012)

Study Area
6.3.11

The study area extends 500m from the application boundary for undesignated
assets and 1km from the application boundary for designated assets (refer to
Figure 6.1). Where specific heritage assets are located outside of these study
areas but consultation or other research has demonstrated that they are
relevant they have been included where appropriate.
Desk Based Assessment

6.3.12

A DBA (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1) was undertaken to obtain information
relating to heritage assets.

6.3.13

Table 6-3 summarises the sources of baseline information and the nature of the
baseline information requested / obtained.

Table 6-3 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Baseline Information Requests
Source

Baseline Information Requested / Obtained

Humber Archaeology
Partnership HER and
North Lincolnshire HER

Heritage assets, sites and events data all requested
and obtained.

The English Heritage
Archive (EHA)

Heritage assets, sites and events data all requested
and obtained.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Source

Baseline Information Requested / Obtained

National Heritage List for
England

Data on SMs and Listed Buildings all requested and
obtained.

Landmark Information
Group

Historic mapping requested and obtained.

East Riding of Yorkshire
Supplementary information on the known
Archives and Lincolnshire archaeological and historical background of the study
Archives
areas, historic mapping (including tithe and enclosure
maps), and any other useful information – grey
literature etc. – relating to the historic environment in
these areas all obtained through research carried out
in person during a visit to the Archives.
East Riding of Yorkshire
Council and North
Lincolnshire Council
websites

Planning policy information requested and obtained.

British Geological Survey
(BGS) website

Information on the prevailing geological conditions
within the vicinity of the application site requested and
obtained.

Published local history
sources obtained from
Barton upon Humber and
Hedon public libraries

Additional information on the historic environment
within the study area obtained through research
carried out in person during a visit to the libraries.

Unpublished grey
literature reports from
previous archaeological
assessments and
investigations within the
study areas

Further information on the archaeological resource
within the study area supplied by the client.

Surveys
6.3.14

In addition to the DBA (DCO Document Reference 6.7.1) programme of
archaeological investigations has been undertaken. This included aerial
photograph analysis at the Paull side (Appendix 6.2 (DCO Document Reference
6.6.2)), geophysical surveys at both Paull and Goxhill (Appendix 6.3 and 6.4
(DCO Document Reference 6.6.3 and 6.6.4) and a palaeoenvironmental
assessment at the Paull side (Appendix 6.5 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.5)).
The approach, methodology and results of each of these investigations is
presented within the relevant assessment report.

Post-Scoping and PEIR Consultation
6.3.15

Further consultation has been undertaken since the receipt of the responses to
the EIA Scoping Report and PEIR, to agree a range of issues particular to the
Cultural Heritage. Table 6-4 summarises such consultation.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Table 6-4 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Post-Scoping Consultation
Consultee

Date of
Summary of Consultation
Consultation

Historic
Environment
Advisor North
Lincolnshire

November
2013

Consultation carried out to advise that a DBA was
in production, to advise of the proposed study
areas and invite comments. A response was
received which linked back to an earlier
consultation response provided in July 2012 for a
strategic options appraisal for the Scheme. This
earlier response requested a staged approach
comprising DBA and walkover survey, field
walking, auger and geophysical survey as
appropriate followed by trial trenching and an
assessment of the setting of designated assets
likely to be impacted by the Scheme.

Humber
Archaeological
Partnership

November
2013

Consultation carried out to advise that a DBA was
in production, to advise of the proposed study
areas and invite comments. A letter received on
the 13th of December 2013 outlined the
archaeological resource in the area and stated that
due to the presence of alluvium and colluvium
deposits that it may not be visible on aerial
photographs and there may be remains that are
currently unrecorded. The letter requested that the
assessment of the Scheme followed a staged
approach comprising:
 A comprehensive desk-based archaeological
survey and assessment;
 Systematic field-walking of the entire route;
 Earthwork survey of any earthworks, ridge and
furrow cultivation systems, etc. along the route;
 Geophysical survey of the entire length of the
route; minimum width of the survey area to be
30m of the whole corridor width;
 Coring or auger survey of the deeper
environmental wetland deposits;
 Targeted evaluation by trial trenching, not only
of those sites which produce archaeological
anomalies (geophysics) or archaeological finds
(field-walking), but also of a selective sample of
any areas which are apparently blank on the
geophysical surveys;
 Exploration of options to secure physical
preservation of major sites, by re-routing of the
pipeline to avoid incurring substantial damage;

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Consultee

Date of
Summary of Consultation
Consultation
 More extensive excavations of sites which are
subsequently shown to have substantial
archaeological remains in the evaluations, but
where preservation in situ is not a viable option
– in this way, securing preservation by record;
 A detailed monitoring of all topsoil stripping
along the route of the pipeline, and on the sites
of any construction compounds or pipe-storage
areas, to identify any sites which have been
missed. This to be followed by detailed
excavation to secure preservation by record.
Similarly, a continuous watching brief to be
carried out on the cutting of the actual pipeline
trench; and
 Detailed analysis and publication of the results
of all the fieldwork, in order to secure
preservation by record.
Since receipt of this letter it has been agreed with
The Humber Archaeology partnership that the
most appropriate method of assessment of the site
is aerial photograph assessment, geophysical
survey and palaeoenvironmental assessment
comprising primarily hand auger survey.

Historic
Environment
Advisor North
Lincolnshire

December
2013

A meeting was held on the 17th of December 2013
between National Grid, Hyder Consulting and
North Lincolnshire Council. Alison Williams
attended this meeting on behalf of the Historic
Environment service. At this meeting Alison
Williams stated that a DBA and appropriate
fieldwork should be carried out for the Scheme and
Thornton Abbey should be included in the list of
designated assets to be considered. She also
stated that the vertical height of equipment along
with traffic and noise issues should be considered
when assessing impacts on setting. With regard to
marine archaeology Alison Williams agreed that
there would not be a requirement to include it due
to the depth of the tunnel under the Humber
Estuary.

Humber
Archaeological
Partnership

December
2013

A meeting was held on the 17th of December 2013
between National Grid, Hyder Consulting and the
East Riding of Yorkshire Council. Dave Evans
attended this meeting on behalf of the Humber
Archaeology Partnership. At this meeting Dave
Evans stated that this area has a rich

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Consultee

Date of
Summary of Consultation
Consultation
archaeological resource and a number of previous
studies had been carried out. He advised that a
geophysical survey should be carried out over the
entire working area and he would provide advice
on any further fieldwork needed once the
geophysical survey was complete. Dave Evans
also stated that there is the potential for shallow
deposits to be present in the Paull Holme area.

English
Heritage

January 2014

A meeting was held on the 9th of January 2014
between National Grid, Hyder Consulting and
English Heritage. Keith Emerick attended on behalf
of English Heritage. The purpose of the meeting
was to introduce the Scheme to English Heritage
and to explain that marine archaeology had been
scoped out of this assessment due to the proposed
construction methodology of boring a tunnel at
least 6m below the true bed of the Humber
Estuary. English Heritage was also notified that
both the North Lincolnshire Historic Environment
and the Humber Archaeology Partnership had
agreed that marine archaeology could be scoped
out. A list of the designated assets included in this
assessment was presented to English Heritage,
who accepted it and had no further comment on
any other designated assets that should be
considered.

Historic
Environment
Advisor North
Lincolnshire
and Humber
Archaeological
Partnership

May 2014

A draft version of the DBA was issued to the North
Lincolnshire Historic Environment Service and the
Humber Archaeology partnership for comment.
Comments were received from both via email and
the DBA was then updated to incorporate those
comments

Historic
Environment
Advisor North
Lincolnshire

July 2014

A meeting was held between Hyder Consulting and
The Historic Environment Service to discuss the
programme for the archaeological trial trenching. It
was agreed that due to the programme for the
submission of the Development Consent Order
application it would not be possible for the results
of the trial trenching to be available on submission.
However, the trial trenching would be progressed
during the consideration of the application and the
results would be available prior to determination

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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6.3.16

Please note a summary of the how the responses to the EIA Scoping Report and
the PEIR have been dealt with are summarised in Appendices 4.1 and 4.2 (DCO
Document References 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 respectively).

Identifying Environmental Design Measures and Assessing Residual
Effects
6.3.17

The approach outlined below has been followed to identify environmental
design measures and assess likely residual effects:


Consideration of best practice/guidance outlined in paragraph 6.3.10;



Professional judgement;



Consideration of the baseline information obtained, Scheme details and
issues raised through consultation with interested parties as a result of
responses to the EIA Scoping Report and statutory consultation);



Consideration of potential future baseline;



Identification of appropriate environmental design measures; and



Prediction of residual effects based on baseline / future baseline
information, Scheme details and environmental design.

Significance Criteria
6.3.18

The following section outlines the criteria that have been used to determine the
assessment of residual effects on heritage assets.

6.3.19

Assessments of significance consider how far heritage asset(s) contribute to an
understanding of the historic environment, through their individual or group
qualities, either directly or potentially. These are professional judgements, but
they have also been guided by legislation, national policies, acknowledged
standards, designations, criteria and priorities.

6.3.20

Where it has been appropriate to provide a summary of the significance of an
asset, this has been done through professional judgement, applying the
guidance set out in PPS5 Planning for the Historic Environment Practice
Guide1.
Receptor Value/Sensitivity
Table 6-5 presents the scale of values that has been assigned to archaeological
remains.

1

Although PPS5 has been superseded by the NPPF (2012), the PPS5 Practice Guide is
still valid (2012). This will, however, be replaced after the autumn of 2014 by good practice
advice currently being developed by English Heritage in conjunction with the Historic
Environment Forum and the subject of a public consultation which ran until September 5th
2014.
The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Table 6-5 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the Value of
Archaeological Assets
Value

Example

Very High

World Heritage Sites (including nominated sites)
Assets of acknowledged international importance
Assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged international
research objectives

High

Scheduled Monuments (including proposed sites)
Undesignated assets of Schedulable quality and importance
Assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged national
research objectives

Medium

Designated or undesignated assets that contribute to regional
research objectives

Low

Designated and undesignated assets of local importance
Assets compromised by poor preservation and/or poor survival of
contextual associations
Assets of limited value, but with potential to contribute to local
research objectives

Negligible

Assets with very little or no surviving archaeological interest

Unknown

The importance of the resource has not been ascertained

6.3.21

Table 6-6 presents the scale of values that has been assigned to historic
buildings.

Table 6-6 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the Value of Built
Heritage Assets
Value

Example

Very High

Structures inscribed as of universal importance as World Heritage
Sites
Other buildings of recognised international importance

High

Scheduled Monuments with standing remains
Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings
Other Listed Buildings that can be shown to have exceptional
qualities in their fabric or historical associations not adequately
reflected in the listing grade
Conservation Areas containing very important buildings
Undesignated structures of clear national importance
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Value

Example

Medium

Grade II Listed Buildings2
Historic (unlisted) buildings that can be shown to have exceptional
qualities in their fabric or historical associations
Conservation Areas containing buildings that contribute significantly
to its historic character
Historic townscape or built up areas with important historic integrity
in their buildings, or built settings (e.g. including street furniture and
other structures)

Low

‘Locally Listed’ buildings
Historic (unlisted) buildings of modest quality in their fabric or
historical association
Historic townscape or built up areas of limited historic integrity in
their buildings or built settings (e.g. including street furniture and
other structures)

Negligible

Buildings of no architectural or historical note; buildings of intrusive
character

Unknown

Buildings with some hidden (i.e. inaccessible) potential for historic
significance

6.3.22

Table 6-7 presents the scale of values that has been assigned to historic
landscapes.

Table 6-7 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the Value of
Historic Landscape Assets
Value

Example

Very High

World Heritage Sites inscribed for their historic landscape qualities
Historic landscapes of international value, whether designated or
not
Extremely well preserved historic landscapes with exceptional
coherence, time-depth, or other critical factor(s)

High

Undesignated historic landscapes of outstanding interest
Undesignated historic landscapes of high quality and importance,
and of demonstrable national value

Grade II Listed Building are defined in DMRB (Highways Agency, 2007) as having
medium value. All Listed Buildings are Nationally Significant and the valuation of Grade II
Listed buildings as medium does not negate this. The values outlined in DMRB (2007) will
be applied as this is the only agreed methodology for impact assessment and when DMRB
(2007) was produced English Heritage was consulted on the document. However
professional judgement will be used when considering the value of all assets and if the
value of individual Grade II listed buildings could be elevated from medium to high.
2
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Value

Example
Well preserved historic landscapes, exhibiting considerable
coherence, time-depth or other critical factor(s)

Medium

Undesignated historic landscapes that would justify special historic
landscape designation, landscapes of regional value
Averagely well-preserved historic landscapes with reasonable
coherence, time-depth or other critical factor(s)

Low

Robust undesignated historic landscapes
Historic landscapes with importance to local interest groups
Historic landscapes whose value is limited by poor preservation
and/or poor survival of contextual associations

Negligible

Landscapes with little or no significant historical interest

Magnitude of Impact
6.3.23

The determination of magnitude of impact upon a heritage asset has been based
on the vulnerability of the study area, the current state of survival/condition and
the nature of the impact upon it. The survival and extent of archaeological
deposits is often uncertain and consequently, the magnitude of impact can be
difficult to predict with any certainty. Table 6-8 presents the magnitude of impact
criteria related to archaeological assets.

Table 6-8 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the Magnitude of
Impact on Archaeological assets
Magnitude of
Impact

Example

Major

Change to most or all key archaeological materials, such that the
resource is totally altered
Comprehensive changes to setting

Moderate

Changes to many key archaeological materials, such that the
resource is clearly modified
Considerable changes to setting that affect the character and
significance of the asset

Minor

Changes to key archaeological materials, such that the asset is
slightly altered
Slight change to setting that affects its significance

Negligible

Very minor changes to archaeological materials, or setting

No Change

No change

Table 6-9 presents the magnitude of impact criteria related to historic buildings.
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Table 6-9 Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the Magnitude of
Impact on Built Heritage Assets
Magnitude of
Impact

Example

Major

Change to key historic building elements, such that the resource
is totally altered
Comprehensive changes to the setting

Moderate

Change to many key historic building elements, such that the
resource is significantly modified
Changes to the setting of an historic building, such that it is
significantly modified and its significance is affected

Minor

Change to key historic building elements, such that the asset is
slightly different
Change to setting of an historic building, such that it is noticeably
changed and its significance is affected

Negligible

Slight changes to historic building elements or setting that hardly
affect it

No Change

No change to fabric or setting

6.3.24

Table 6-10 presents the magnitude of impact criteria related to historic
landscapes.

Table 6-10

Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the
Magnitude of Impact on the Historic Landscape

Magnitude of
Impact

Example

Major

Change to most or all key historic landscape elements, parcels or
components; extreme visual effects; gross change of noise or
change to sound quality; fundamental changes to use or access;
resulting in total change to historic landscape character unit.

Moderate

Changes to many key historic landscape elements, parcels or
components, visual change to many key aspects of the historic
landscape, noticeable differences in noise or sound quality,
considerable changes to use or access; resulting in moderate
changes to historic landscape character.

Minor

Changes to few key historic landscape elements, parcels or
components, slight visual changes to few key aspects of historic
landscape, limited changes to noise levels or sound quality; slight
changes to use or access: resulting in limited changes to historic
landscape character.

Negligible

Very minor changes to key historic landscape elements, parcels
or components, virtually unchanged visual effects, very slight
changes in noise levels or sound quality; very slight changes to
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Magnitude of
Impact

Example
use or access; resulting in a very small change to historic
landscape character.

No Change

No change to elements, parcels or components; no visual or
audible changes; no changes arising from in amenity or
community factors.

Significance of Effects
6.3.25

Table 6-11 illustrates how information on the value of the asset and the
magnitude of impact have been combined to arrive at an assessment of the
significance of effect. However, the matrix is not intended to ‘mechanise’
judgement of the significance of effect but to act as a check to ensure that
judgements regarding value, magnitude of impact and significance of effect are
reasonable and balanced. In order to allow for professional judgement, in some
cases the matrix allows a choice of significance of effect when a magnitude of
impact and a value are combined. In these cases the individual attributes of a
specific asset, along with any relevant site specific factors and consideration of
other influencing elements, have been taken into account when considering
which the most appropriate significance of effect is.

6.3.26

Based on professional judgement and the guidance set out in the PPS5 Practice
Guide (2012), a “significant” effect is considered to be one of moderate
significance or above and/or one where it can be said that an asset would
experience substantial harm. All effects that are considered to be significant are
highlighted in bold in Table 6-11.
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Table 6-11
Cultural Heritage Assessment - Criteria for Determining the
Significance of Effects
Magnitude of Impact

Value

No
Negligible
Change

Minor

Moderate

Major

Very High Neutral

Slight

Moderate /
Large

Large or
Very Large

Very Large

High

Neutral

Slight

Moderate /
Slight

Moderate /
Large

Large / Very
Large

Medium

Neutral

Neutral/Slight Slight

Moderate

Moderate /
Large

Low

Neutral

Neutral/Slight Neutral/Slight Slight

Negligible Neutral

Neutral

Slight /
Moderate

Neutral/Slight Neutral/Slight Slight

6.4

Existing Baseline Information

6.4.1

The following section outlines the baseline information obtained through desk
based studies, consultation and field surveys / investigations. The value of
receptors is summarised in Section 6.6.

6.4.2

The baseline conditions for archaeology and built heritage for the site and study
area are detailed below. A full and detailed baseline covering all assets within the
study area and baseline data gathered from all sources to provide a picture of the
general cultural heritage resource across the study area is presented in the DBA
(Appendix 6.1 ( DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)). The detailed results of the
aerial photograph assessment and geophysical surveys are presented in
Appendices 6.2-6.5 (DCO Document References 6.6.2 to 6.6.5). Therefore this
section concentrates on key receptors in order to present a focused assessment
of heritage assets that are likely to experience impacts as a result of the Scheme
and to allow for a targeted mitigation strategy to be presented.

Archaeology
Desk-based Assessment
6.4.3

The DBA (Appendix 6.1 (DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)) contains a detailed
description of all of the known archaeological assets within the study area along
with an interpretive assessment of the significance of the archaeological resource
by period. This will not be repeated here. The following sections will contain a
focused description of the key archaeological assets that inform the
archaeological potential of the application site and are likely to be impacted on
by the Scheme.
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Southern (Goxhill) Study Area (Figures 6.2 and 6.3)
6.4.4

There are several areas of cropmarks visible on aerial photographs within the
southern study area. One of these areas (58) is situated close to probable ditches
and pits (49, 60) located through geophysical survey in advance of the proposed
Southern Energy Corridor project. These features could be Bronze or Iron Age in
date and are situated just beyond the southern boundary of the Scheme (Figure
6.2 and 6.3). There is also strong evidence for Roman activity to the south of
East Halton Beck (63) and it is possible that this activity is connected with that.
Regardless of date the presence of features of this nature visible as cropmarks
gives a strong indication that more similar features could be present and may
extend into the application site.

6.4.5

The evidence of Roman activity is supported by cropmark and excavation
evidence on both the north and south bank of East Halton Beck. On the south
bank excavation in advance of the Humber Link Pipeline demonstrated the
presence of a settlement (63). There were two main phases of activity; a mid-1st
- late 2nd century enclosed settlement linked to an unenclosed contemporary
settlement and a later settlement to the southwest dating to the 3rd and 4th
centuries. Opposite this area on the north bank of East Halton Beck, within the
application site, is an extensive area of cropmarks and surface find spots (47),
which suggest Roman activity on this bank of the beck as well. However, Second
World War bombing decoys (48 - discussed below) were located in this area and
the cropmarks could relate to these. Slightly southwest of these cropmarks,
within the application site, is another area of cropmarks (42) that seem to indicate
ditches and possibly represent further Roman activity. In 1986 a watching brief in
advance of the proposed route of an extension to the No. 9 feeder gas pipeline
from Skitter to Hatton identified broad phases of land use in the 3rd and 4th
centuries AD in areas northwest of East Halton Skitter, within the application site.
Enclosures and linear features with large quantities of granular burnt clay and
charcoal, associated with the large open ditches of the second phase of activity,
may indicate salt extraction in the area.

6.4.6

The geophysical survey carried out as part of this application also picked up
evidence of activity adjacent to the area defined by the cropmarks which could
also be related to this Roman activity (Appendix 6.4 (DCO Document Reference
6.6.4)).

6.4.7

There is evidence for medieval field systems over most of the southern study
area. Usually this is in the form of earthwork or cropmark evidence of open ridge
and furrow field systems. These are a common indication of medieval farming
due to the nature of ploughing and land division at that time. In addition to the
evidence of ridge and furrow there are several examples of enclosures that may
be medieval in date, which possibly functioned as field boundaries or other land
division. These are mainly visible as cropmarks or low earthworks. All of the
known cropmarks of ridge and furrow and field boundaries within the study area
are located outside of the application site itself. However their presence indicates
that there is a reasonable potential for similar activity to be present within the
application site itself. The 1986 watching brief in advance of the proposed route
of an extension to the No. 9 feeder gas pipeline from Skitter to Hatton identified
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medieval ridge and furrow in fields to the north of Chapel Farm, providing further
evidence of medieval agricultural activity in the area.
6.4.8

In 2007 (AMEC) a DBA, geophysical survey and ES were produced for a previous
Scheme design. As part of these assessments an area of potential medieval
settlement was identified via cropmarks within the western half of the current
application site (Figure 6.3). This area was subject to geophysical survey which
did not record any features that indicated the presence of medieval settlement. It
was therefore concluded that while there was potential for some medieval activity
in this area it was unlikely to be settlement.

6.4.9

The application site and surrounding study area contains evidence of postmedieval agricultural activity. Just to the south of the application site boundary is
cropmark evidence of former field boundaries or drainage (41). These features
are likely to be of post-medieval date as they are located close to Chapel Farm
which has post-medieval origins. There is also a vague soil mark of an enclosure
(43) northeast of Chapel Farm, within the application site. It is very vague and
therefore difficult to confidently suggest either date or purpose. However the most
likely interpretation is agricultural activity and once again the location close to
Chapel Farm could indicate a potential post-medieval date.

6.4.10

Just outside of the application site is the site of a Second World War bombing
decoy (48). This bombing decoy was part of a wider network of Second World
War defences in the study area, mainly focused on Goxhill airfield to the south.
These Second World War defences could also be responsible for some of the
cropmarks in this area and there is some potential that activity associated with
the Second World War defences could extend into the application site itself.
Soff Lane Diversion (Figure 6.2)

6.4.11

Following the completion of the DBA in Appendix 6.1 (DCO Document Reference
6.6.1) a new area was added to the Southern (Goxhill) study area. This area
covers the route of a proposed new access track to the south of the Goxhill site,
known as the Soff Lane Diversion. As this area has been added to the Scheme
since the finalisation of the DBA all desk-based baseline data relating to the Soff
Lane Diversion is presented in this chapter and displayed on Figure 6.2.

6.4.12

There is one SM located in the vicinity of the Soff Lane Diversion. This is Goxhill
moated site with its associated drainage system, fishponds and field system
(SM3). The island of the moated site measures 60 metres north-south by 40
metres east-west and provided a setting for a range of medieval buildings.
Unusually, one of these, a stone-built medieval chamber block, still stands in the
northeastern corner of the island. This is thought to date to the late 14th or early
15th century.

6.4.13

The island is defined on all four sides by a moat which remains water-filled.
Concentric to this moat on its west, south, and east sides is a drainage ditch. A
building platform evident as an earthwork feature in the southeastern corner of
the area enclosed by this drainage ditch indicates that ancillary buildings
associated with the moated site were located between the moat and this outer
ditch. Further drainage ditches extend out from this concentric ditch surrounding
The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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the moated site and link-up with the ditches which form the western, southern
and eastern boundaries of the monument.
6.4.14

This ditch system defines a series of enclosures orientated north-south which
surround the moat on its west, east and south sides. To the east of the moated
site and its external ditch is another large enclosure. Additionally a large
rectangular fishpond is located here. To the south of the moated site are two
smaller enclosures.

6.4.15

The site was owned by the Despencer family, who developed it and built the fine
medieval hall (Goxhill Hall LB9) which still stands on the site. There are
documentary records of the site from the reign of Richard II and Henry VIII. The
site was subsequently owned by the Wentworth family. From 1598 until the 19th
century the hall was owned by the Hildyard family; they have now acquired the
site once more.

6.4.16

This asset has historical significance as a medieval moated site and because of
its relationship with Goxhill Hall. The asset also survives well and is unusual in
retaining one of its original medieval buildings. Remains of the other buildings
which originally occupied the site will also survive on the island. As a moated site
this asset also has a more general significance that it shares with other moated
sites in the country as an example of a high status medieval site and a signifier
of wealth distribution in the countryside.

6.4.17

The setting of Goxhill moated site is generally agricultural in nature and is similar
to the setting of the asset when it was in use, although the introduction of
enclosed fields and new roads in the post-medieval period and military activity
associated with Goxhill airfield in the mid 20th century have altered the setting of
this asset somewhat. Therefore the setting of this asset does make some
contribution to its significance. However the significance of the asset is also
informed by other factors such as its historical significance.

6.4.18

Two late prehistoric or Romano-British enclosures are visible on cropmarks to the
southeast of the proposed Soff Lane Diversion (130). These cropmarks are
rectilinear in shape and the larger one has a possible funnel shaped entrance to
the east. Numerous internal divisions are also visible on the cropmarks.

6.4.19

The settlement of Littleworth is a small hamlet located to the east of the route of
the proposed Soff Lane Diversion (131). The hamlet dates to at least the postmedieval period and may be as early as the medieval period. It is likely that it
developed as a result of water-bourne trade along the East Halton Beck and the
Humber Estuary. One of the buildings within the hamlet is a mud and stud cottage
encased within a later brick outbuilding (134). Mud and Stud buildings are
particular to Lincolnshire so the survival of this example is of some local
significance.

6.4.20

Close to the settlement of Littleworth is an area of ridge and furrow and a small
rectangular building or enclosure that have been identified through cropmarks
(132). It is likely that these cropmarks represent the field systems associated with
the hamlet of Littleworth. Another area of ridge and furrow has been recorded
south of Goxhill airfield to the north of the route of the proposed South End bypass
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(133). These could be part of the same field system as the ones at Littleworth or
they could be associated with the settlement at South End.
6.4.21

South End farm dates to the post medieval period. There are no listed buildings
at the farm but a number of the buildings do date to the 19th century and are of
limited historic interest (135).

6.4.22

Within the study area for the Soff Lane Diversion is route of the Barton and
Immingham light railway. This section of the light railway ran from Killingholme
and Goxhill (136). The light railway was a single track which opened in 1910 and
closed to passengers in 1963.

6.4.23

To the north of the route of the proposed South End bypass is Goxhill airfield
(137). Goxhill airfield was opened in 1941 and was used by both Bomber
Command and Fighter Command. In 1942 it was handed over to the US Air Force
who used it for fighter training until 1945. In 1944 the airfield was used in military
training exercises related to the planning of the D-Day landings. The airfield was
later used for bomb storage until 1953. Some structures associated with the
wartime airfield remain extant including a type T2 aircraft hanger (138).

6.4.24

To the south of Goxhill airfield and south of the route of the proposed South End
bypass is a WWII dispersal site or military camp (139). This camp would have
been associated with Goxhill airfield and appears to have comprised around 21
small rectangular buildings, approximately 8 of which are still extant. Records
remain showing the former function of one the buildings within the site was sick
quarters (140). In 2013 a planning application was submitted to convert the site
to residential use.

6.4.25

A second dispersal site known as No.2 Communal Facility is located to the south
of the proposed route of the Soff Lane Diversion (141). This facility contained
around 16 buildings, many of which survive and have been converted to other
uses. Records survive which show the original function of many of the buildings
within the site which included a generator building (142), A Second World War
Institute (143), a dining room and cinema (144), a gymnasium and chapel (145),
the airman’s bath house (146), the officer’s bath house (147) and the sergeant’s
bath house (148).
Northern (Paull) Study Area (Figures 6.4 and 6.5)

6.4.26

The evidence of prehistoric activity within the northern study area indicates that
activity at this time was focused on areas of higher ground such as Boreas Hill
and prehistoric dunes and accumulations of wind blown sand. There is currently
no evidence for prehistoric activity within the application site. However it is known
that since the prehistoric period alluvium has accumulated across the site. This
has the potential to mask areas of prehistoric activity and possible buried land
surfaces. The application site is located within the valley of a beck that was later
canalised and became Thorngumbald Drain. Over time this valley has infilled with
terrestrial alluvial and marine alluvial sediments which potentially covered earlier
land surfaces. A palaeoenvironmental assessment carried out in advance of the
Easington to Paull pipeline recovered one core from the extreme eastern edge of
the current application site and produced a palaeoenvironmental sequence from
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the early Bronze Age to the Saxon period (J. Rackham, pers comm. 2014). There
is potential for this sequence to extend into the application site.
6.4.27

The application site is likely to have been in agricultural use throughout the
medieval and post-medieval periods and would have been part of the hinterland
of the nearby settlements of Paull and the moated sites of Paull Holme and
Newton Garth. There is some potential for remains associated with this
agricultural activity to survive within the application site.

6.4.28

To the north of the main application site, close to the proposed access track route
are two areas of cropmarks. These indicate a field boundary and rectangular
enclosure (109) and a possible enclosure (110). These are of unknown date but
due to their nature and the character of activity in this area they are likely to be
post-medieval.
Aerial Photograph Analysis

6.4.29

Analysis of aerial photographs (AP) has been carried out within the northern study
area to supplement the baseline data gathered through the DBA (Appendix 6.2
(DCO Document Reference 6.6.2)). The aerial photograph analysis recorded
widespread medieval and post-medieval agricultural remains, evidence of
medieval settlement and post-medieval and modern military activity across the
study area. Only one of the areas of activity recorded in the aerial photograph
analysis extended partially into the application site itself (Figure 6.5). That was
an area of medieval ridge and furrow located in the southeast corner of the
application site close to the shaft location. This feature would also be crossed by
the internal access track which follows the boundary of the application site.
Geophysics

6.4.30

Geophysical survey was carried out within both the northern and southern
portions of the application site.

6.4.31

The geophysical survey carried out at the southern (Goxhill) application site
recording two areas of clear archaeological activity (Figure 6.5) (Appendix 6.4
(DCO Document Reference 6.6.4)). In the northeastern portion of the application
site a cluster of features was recorded. These were mainly small rectilinear
enclosures and groups of pit-like features. The survey team also noted a surface
scatter of Roman pottery in this part of the site, (Appendix 6.4 (DCO Document
Reference 6.6.4)). This collection of features represents a clear continuation of
the Roman settlement activity that was previously identified in cropmarks and by
earlier geophysical survey carried out in 2007 within the application site and
discussed in detail in Section 6.4 above and the DBA (Appendix 6.1, DCO
Document Reference 6.6.1).

6.4.32

Two further archaeological features were identified by the geophysical survey in
the western portion of the southern (Goxhill) application site. These were a linear
feature probably indicating a drainage ditch and a former field boundary. It is likely
that these two features are associated with the medieval activity previously
recorded through cropmarks and geophysical survey and discussed in detail in
Section 6.4 above.
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6.4.33

The findings of the geophysical survey at the northern (Paull) application site
were inconclusive and recorded primarily magnetic disturbance associated with
the adjacent AGI, service pipes, high pressure gas pipes and a former use of part
of the area as a compound during the construction of the AGI. Two geophysical
anomalies of agricultural origin were detected by the survey. These are
interpreted as field drains of relatively recent origin. No anomalies of
archaeological potential were detected by the geophysical survey (Appendix 6.4
DCO Document Reference 6.6.4).

6.4.34

A geophysical survey was carried out in January 2015 along the proposed route
of the Soff Lane Diversion. The survey did not record any anomalies of
archaeological origin. Some anomalies associated with ridge and furrow
cultivation and more recent agricultural activity in the form of field drains were
identified. Other than this all other anomalies were of geological origin. The ridge
and furrow identified in the geophysical survey may be associated with either the
cropmarks identified at Littleworth (132) or those to the south of Goxhill airfield
(133) (Appendix 6.5 DCO Document Reference 6.6.5).

Built Heritage
6.4.35

There are eight listed buildings within the 1km study area; one of which is Grade
I listed and the remaining seven are Grade II listed. They have all been
catalogued and described in detail within the DBA (Appendix 6.1, DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1). The DBA demonstrates five of the listed buildings would not be
affected by the Scheme. Therefore these buildings are not considered further in
this assessment. These buildings comprise: Thorngumbald Clough Low
Lighthouse and Thorngumbald Clough High Lighthouse (LB4 and LB5); The Old
Lighthouse and adjoining Keepers’ Houses (LB6); and Chapel Farm House and
the associated Stable/Granary (LB7 and LB8). All of these buildings either have
settings that do not extend as far as the application site so would not be affected
by the Scheme or are shielded from the Scheme so lie outside of its visible
envelope. The three remaining listed buildings are described below and their
locations are shown on Figure 6.5.
Church of St Andrew (LB1)

6.4.36

This parish church is a Grade I listed building located to west of the Paull
application site adjacent to Thorngumbald Road. Construction of its current form
began in 1355, continuing until the 15th century, possibly incorporating material
from an earlier church on a nearby site that was flooded and no longer usable. It
was seriously damaged during the Civil War in 1643 and repaired in the late 17th
century. Further restoration was carried out in the late 19th century. Different
construction materials were used in different areas of the building: the nave is
constructed from beach cobbles, limestone rubble, squared masonry and bricks;
the tower from roughly coursed limestone rubble; the chancel from limestone
ashlar; and the vestry is rendered. The roofs are slate.

6.4.37

This asset is located northwest of the application site, southeast of Paull village
and adjoining Thorngumbald Road (Figure 6.5). It demonstrates the medieval
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occupation in the area and its setting is informed by its proximity to the village
and its prominent position in the surrounding agricultural landscape.
The Hall and associated Stables and adjoining Coach House (LB2 and LB3)
6.4.38

The Hall, stables and coach house are Grade II listed. They are located to the
north of the Paull application site, west of Dark Lane. The Hall (LB2) was
constructed in the early-mid 18th century, possibly around 1723, with additions
made to the right and rear of the building in the early-mid 19th century. It is
constructed from red brick with a pantile roof. The stables and coach house (LB3)
are approximately 40m east of The Hall and were built in the mid-18th century in
two stages; the stables were constructed first followed by the coach house. They
are red brick with pantile roofs.

6.4.39

These assets are located east of the application site close to Boreas Hill Farm
and are set back approximately 250m from Dark Lane, which links Paull and
Thorngumbald (Figure 6.5). They demonstrate the increase in occupation in the
area in the post-medieval period, connected with the draining of marshland to
provide more agricultural land. The setting is informed by this rural location and
the surrounding agricultural land.
Goxhill Hall (LB9)

6.4.40

Goxhill Hall is a Grade II* listed building located in the Goxhill study area close to
the Soff Lane Diversion. The Hall is a red brick farmhouse with a pantile roof. The
house was constructed between 1690 and 1705 for Henry Hildyard who was a
politician. He represented the borough of Hedon in the Convention Parliament of
1660.

6.4.41

This asset has architectural significance as it is a well preserved house with fine
details. It also has historical significance due to its associations with Henry
Hildyard, his positon in the Convention Parliament and the events surrounding
the restoration.

6.4.42

The setting of this asset is informed by its location within an agricultural landscape
(see Figure 6.2). As a farmhouse the setting of this asset plays a role in informing
its function. However its significance is primarily informed by its architectural
features and historical associations. The setting of this asset is also informed by
its relationship with Goxhill moated site and this element of its setting makes a
key contribution to its significance.

Historic Landscape
Southern (Goxhill) Study Area
6.4.43

The Southern (Goxhill) study area is located within the area characterised by the
North Lincolnshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project (HLC). Overall
the Historic Landscape in the vicinity of the application site is primarily agricultural
in nature and is characterised by areas of fields and enclosed land dotted with
settlements in the form of isolated farmsteads. To the south of the application site
is a large HLC type characterised as military. This is Goxhill Airfield. To the north
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of the application site is a small HLC type characterised as Industrial. This is a
former brick and tile works that is now derelict.
6.4.44

The most common HLC broad type within the study area is Fields and Enclosed
Land and within this type the study area is split into Parliamentary Planned
Enclosure and Modern Fields. The application site itself reflects this spread of
HLC types. The area to the north of East Marsh Road is Parliamentary Planned
Enclosure and the area to the south of the road is Modern Fields.

6.4.45

In this area of Lincolnshire Parliamentary Planned Enclosures are defined by
large rectilinear fields with straight boundaries usually consisting of drains. The
fields are predominantly under arable cultivation. This HLC type has good
legibility but not significant time depth.

6.4.46

Modern Fields in this area are generally defined by large to very large rectilinear
fields with straight field boundaries usually consisting of drains and roads. The
fields are predominantly under arable cultivation. This HLC type has good
legibility but no significant time depth.

6.4.47

Overall the value of the historic landscape resource within the southern (Goxhill)
study area is Low.
Northern (Paull) Study Area

6.4.48

No HLC data was supplied for the Northern (Paull) study area so an assessment
of the Historic Landscape resource within the study area has been carried out
using the cartographic analysis exercise completed as part of the DBA (Appendix
6.1(DCO Document Reference 6.6.1)).

6.4.49

The Paull enclosure map shows much of the area enclosed immediately
surrounding Paull village preserved the medieval strip field system. Beyond this
the fields are larger block fields. Between the enclosure map and the first edition
OS map the majority of the small strip fields around Paull have been combined
into larger fields although the layout of the larger fields east and southeast of the
village have changed little. This indicates that the fields in this study area were
incorporated into an area of Parliamentary Enclosure in the mid 19th century. The
OS map editions indicate that this area of Parliamentary Enclosure remains
relatively stable over time with field sizes and shapes remaining relatively
constant. However there is some loss of field boundaries in the mid to late 20th
century particularly in the fields north of Thorngumbald Road. This indicates a
change from Parliamentary Enclosure to Modern Fields in a small section of the
study area.

6.4.50

The cartographic sources also demonstrate areas of military activity within the
landscape. These are located around the Paull Point Battery and along the
Humber Estuary. There is also evidence of small scale industrial activity in the
wider study area with evidence of quarrying. Overall the value of the historic
landscape within the study area is Low. However, the area immediately
surrounding Paull Point Battery is valued as Medium because of the significance
of the military installations in this area.
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6.5

Future Baseline Information

6.5.1

The following section predicts what the future baseline would be without the
Scheme. The time horizons for the scheme are relatively short with all
construction activity to be completed by 2019. Therefore the future baseline is
only relevant until the point at which the Scheme is complete and mitigation has
been implemented. Without the Scheme there would be no change in the cultural
Heritage resource within the study area other than potential ongoing damage to
potential below ground archaeological remains from deep ploughing.

6.6

Receptors Potentially Affected

6.6.1

The potential affected receptors identified in Section 6.4 from the desk-based
assessment, consultation and field surveys / investigations have been assigned
a value in accordance with guidance previously outlined to assist in determining
those which should be considered within the detailed assessment. Receptors
are summarised in Table 6-12 and presented in Figures 6.2 – 6.5.

Table 6-12

Cultural Heritage Assessment – Evaluation of Value of Receptors
Potentially Affected

Receptor

Value

SM3 Goxhill moated site

High

Goxhill Hall

High

Roman settlement activity at Goxhill site as indicated by
cropmark evidence and geophysical survey results

Medium

Potential medieval activity as indicated by cropmark evidence,
and geophysical survey at Goxhill site

Low

Medieval agricultural activity at Goxhill site

Low

Post-medieval agricultural activity at Goxhill site

Low

Potential Second World War defences at Goxhill site

Low

Former field boundary at Goxhill site

Low

Ridge and furrow in vicinity of Soff Lane Diversion within Goxhill
study area (132 and 133 and recorded on geophysical survey

Low

Historic Landscape within Goxhill study area

Low

Church of St Andrew (LB1) within Paull study area

High

The Hall and associated Stables and adjoining Coach House
(LB2 and 3) within Paull study area

Medium

Potential palaeoenvironmental remains at Paull site

Low

Medieval ridge and furrow at Paull site identified through AP
analysis

Negligible
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Receptor

Value

Potential remains associated with medieval and post-medieval
agricultural activity at Paull site

Low

Post-medieval field boundary and enclosure (109 and 110)
within Paull study area

Low

Historic Landscape within Paull study area

Low

6.6.2

Table 6-13 identifies those receptors for which a detailed assessment was not
considered a requirement (i.e. they have been ‘scoped out’); together with an
explanation as to why they were scoped out from the detailed assessment.

Table 6-13
Cultural Heritage Assessment – Summary of Receptors Scoped out
of the Detailed Assessment
Receptor number (refer to
Figures in Appendix 6.1,
DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1)

Receptor Name and/or
Description

Rationale for Scoping out
of Detailed Assessment

Not Applicable

Thornton Abbey (Southern
(Goxhill) study area)

The gatehouse and abbey
were visited in February
2014 and it was observed
that they are orientated
east-west, not in line with
the application site, and
have no view of the
application site from any
angle, despite the flat
nature of the terrain. In
June 2014 Thornton Abbey
was re-visited and views
from the upper storeys
towards the site were
assessed. It was concluded
during this visit that there
was no relationship
between the site and this
asset and due to the limited
above ground installations
and no tall imposing
structures proposed as part
of the Scheme there would
be no impact to Thornton
Abbey from the Scheme.

SM1

Paull Holme Moated Site
and Tower, the Tower is
Grade I listed (Northern
(Paull) study area)

During the site visit carried
out in February 2014 it was
observed that this asset
would be screened from the
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Receptor number (refer to
Figures in Appendix 6.1,
DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1)

Receptor Name and/or
Description

Rationale for Scoping out
of Detailed Assessment

application site by an area
of woodland.
SM2

Paull Point Battery, Coastal
Artillery Battery and
Submarine Mining
Establishment, the building
is Grade II listed (Northern
(Paull) study area)

During the site visit in
February 2014 it was
observed that the Battery is
orientated towards the
Humber estuary and
although the application site
is visible from the
southeasterly edge of the
Battery it is some distance
from it and partially
screened by tall evergreen
trees to the northwest of
South Pasture. In addition
to being screened from the
application site it was also
concluded that the
application site does not
form a key part of the
setting of this asset.

LB4

Thorngumbald Clough Low
Lighthouse, Grade II listed
(Northern (Paull) study
area)

The setting of this asset
does not extend into the
application site so it would
not be impacted by the
Scheme

LB5

Thorngumbald Clough High
Lighthouse, Grade II listed
(Northern (Paull) study
area)

The setting of this asset
does not extend into the
application site so it would
not be impacted by the
Scheme

LB6

The Old Lighthouse and
adjoining Keepers’ Houses,
Grade II listed (Northern
(Paull) study area)

The setting of this asset
does not extend into the
application site so it would
not be impacted by the
scheme

LB7

Chapel Farm House, Grade
II listed (Southern (Goxhill)
study area)

The setting of this asset
does not extend into the
application site so it would
not be impacted by the
Scheme
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Receptor number (refer to
Figures in Appendix 6.1,
DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1)

Receptor Name and/or
Description

Rationale for Scoping out
of Detailed Assessment

LB8

Stable/Granary northeast of
Chapel Farm House, Grade
II listed (Southern (Goxhill)
study area)

The setting of this asset
does not extend into the
application site so it would
not be impacted by the
Scheme

Various undesignated
assets

All undesignated heritage
assets within both the
southern (Goxhill) study
area and northern (Paull)
study area identified within
the DBA but not covered in
the baseline in Section 6.4

Located outside of the
application site so no
potential to be impacted by
the Scheme

130

Prehistoric/Roman
enclosures within southern
(Goxhill) study area

These assets are located
approximately 500 away
from the route of the
proposed Soff Lane
Diversion so there is no
potential for them to be
impacted

131 and 134

Littleworth settlement,
including a mud and stud
cottage within southern
(Goxhill) study area.

This asset does not extend
as far as the proposed
route of the Soff Lane
Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

135

19th century buildings at
South End Farm within
southern (Goxhill) study
area.

This asset does not extend
as far as the proposed
route of the Soff Lane
Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

136

The Barton and Immingham This asset does not extend
light railway within southern as far as the proposed
(Goxhill) study area.
route of the Soff Lane
Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

137 and 138

Goxhill airfield and type T2
aircraft hanger within
southern (Goxhill) study
area.

This asset does not extend
as far as the proposed
route of the Soff Lane
Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

139 and 140

WWII dispersal site
including the former sick

This asset does not extend
as far as the proposed
route of the Soff Lane
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Receptor number (refer to
Figures in Appendix 6.1,
DCO Document
Reference 6.6.1)

141 – 148

Receptor Name and/or
Description

Rationale for Scoping out
of Detailed Assessment

quarters within southern
(Goxhill) study area.

Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

No.2 Communal Facility
and associated buildings
within southern (Goxhill)
study area.

This asset does not extend
as far as the proposed
route of the Soff Lane
Diversion so no potential for
it to be impacted

6.7

Environmental Design Measures

6.7.1

The environmental design and, where relevant enhancement measures
proposed in relation to this topic are outlined below.

6.7.2

As part of the on-going archaeological assessment of the Goxhill site an
archaeological trial trench evaluation will be carried out within the application site
in early 2015. The aim of the archaeological trial trench evaluation is to
characterise the nature, extent and date of the archaeological remains detected
within the site as cropmarks and by geophysical survey and to test the
archaeological potential of those areas where cropmarks or geophysical
anomalies are absent. The scope of the trial trenching will also include the Soff
Lane Diversion to identify any potential currently unknown remains within this
area. The findings of the trial trench evaluation will be included in an updated
assessment of the archaeological potential of the application site and will also
contribute to the mitigation strategy for the application site. The trial trench
evaluation will be carried out in accordance with a Written Scheme of
Investigation which will be produced and agreed in writing with North Lincolnshire
Council prior to the commencement of work.

6.7.3

Prior to the commencement of construction any archaeological remains within the
Goxhill application site proved by evaluation would be subject to a programme of
archaeological mitigation. The exact form of the mitigation will be finalised
following the completion of the trial trench evaluation, but would likely include
discrete areas of open excavation. The open area excavations would take place
in advance of the start of construction and would be carried out in accordance
with a Written Scheme of Investigation which would be produced and agreed in
writing with North Lincolnshire Council prior to the commencement of work.
Following the completion of fieldwork the findings of the excavations would be
presented in an assessment report and if of demonstrable potential, analysed
and reported upon in a suitable publication such as an academic journal or
monograph publication.

6.7.4

An archaeological watching brief would be maintained across all other areas of
the Goxhill site where soil stripping would take place to allow for any as yet
unknown archaeological remains to be identified and recorded. The
archaeological watching brief would be carried out in accordance with a Written
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Scheme of Investigation which would be produced and agreed in writing with
North Lincolnshire Council prior to the commencement of work.
6.7.5

During the construction period the perimeter of both of the Goxhill and Paull sites
would be surrounded by topsoil storage bunds and either close board fencing or
heras fencing (refer to the Site Layout Plans DCO Document Reference 2.4). At
the Goxhill site the settlement monitoring and environmental mitigation areas
would not be fenced as no significant works would be taking place within them.
These will create partial screening of the construction activities within the site and
will serve to reduce the impacts on the settings of the Church of St Andrews and
The Hall and associated Stables and adjoining Coach House which are all located
within the northern (Paull) study area.

6.7.6

As part of the on-going archaeological assessment of the Paull site a
palaeoenvironmental assessment of the reception shaft and pipeline trench will
be carried out at the earliest opportunity (by quarter three of 2016) in order to
further determine the potential for palaoenvironmental remains to be present. If
of demonstrable potential cores taken during the palaeoenvironmental
assessment would be analysed to gather further information on any
palaeoenvironmental remains or buried land surfaces that are detected.

6.7.7

At the Paull site the findings of the geophysical survey would be “ground-truthed”
through a programme of archaeological trial trench evaluation. The trial trenching
would be focused on the reception shaft, auger-bore pit and pipeline. The
archaeological trial trenching would be carried out in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Investigation which would be produced and agreed in writing with the
Humber Archaeology Partnership prior to the commencement of construction.

6.7.8

At the Paull site an archaeological watching brief would be maintained during the
topsoil strip across the site. During the watching brief any archaeological remains
associated with the medieval ridge and furrow and the medieval and postmedieval agricultural activity, along with any previously unknown archaeological
remains will be identified and recorded prior to construction activity continuing.
The archaeological watching brief will be carried out in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Investigation which will be produced and agreed in writing with the
Humber Archaeology Partnership prior to the commencement of construction.

6.7.9

If any new land take is required for the Rose Hill access track an archaeological
watching brief would be maintained during any construction activity in order to
identify and record any remains associated with the post-medieval field boundary
and enclosure or any other archaeological remains that may be encountered. The
archaeological watching brief would be carried out in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Investigation which will be produced and agreed in writing with the
Humber Archaeology Partnership prior to the commencement of construction.

6.7.10

In the event of human remains being found during the course of the works the
local coroner and National Grid Project Team Manager would be notified
immediately. The local area around the remains would be immediately isolated
and protected by the Main Works Contractor. Work in the area would not
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recommence without the prior approval of the National Grid Project Team
Manager.
6.7.11

All written records of the archaeological investigations undertaken at Goxhill and
Paull would be completed and submitted in a timely manner. A copy of any
analysis, reporting, publication or archiving required as part of the mitigation
strategy would be deposited at the relevant HER (North Lincolnshire or East
Riding of Yorkshire) within one year of completion of the Scheme or such other
period as may be agreed in writing by the relevant planning authority.

6.7.12

Further information is also outlined within the Initial Construction Environmental
Management Plan (DCO Document Reference 7.3).

6.8

Residual Effects

6.8.1

The following section assesses the potential residual effects on the individual
receptors identified in Section 6.6, with the provision of the environmental
design and mitigation measures identified in Section 6.7.

Goxhill moated site (SM3) within Goxhill study area (Figure 6.2)
6.8.2

Construction activity associated with the construction of the Soff Lane Diversion
will have a minor impact on the setting of this high value asset. The construction
of the access track will bring a new, modern element into the setting of this asset.
However there are a number of pre-existing modern elements within the setting
of this asset and the new access track will not be a major feature in the landscape.
Therefore the significance of effects on the asset will be slight adverse but
temporary.

Goxhill Hall within Goxhill Study area (Figure 6.2)
6.8.3

Construction activity associated with the construction of the Soff Lane Diversion
will have a minor impact on the setting of this high value asset. The construction
of the access track will bring a new, modern element into the setting of this asset.
However there are a number of pre-existing modern elements within the setting
of this asset and the new access track will not be a major feature in the landscape.
In addition there will be no impact on the relationship of the Hall with Goxhill
moated site or its historical and architectural significance. Therefore the
significance of effects on the asset will be slight adverse but temporary.

Roman settlement activity at Goxhill site as indicated by cropmark
evidence and geophysical survey results (Figure 6.2)
6.8.4

Construction activity associated with the launch pit, topsoil storage,
hardstanding and water management area in the eastern portion of the Goxhill
site would have a direct physical impact on these medium value remains. With
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mitigation this impact would be moderate leading to a significance of effects of
moderate adverse but temporary.

Potential medieval activity as indicated by cropmark evidence and
geophysical survey at Goxhill site (Figure 6.2)
6.8.5

Construction activity associated with the construction compound, topsoil storage,
tunnel arisings storage and pipe stringing area would have a direct physical
impact on this low value asset. With mitigation this impact would be moderate
leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Medieval agricultural activity at Goxhill site (Figure 6.2)
6.8.6

Construction activity associated with the launch pit, hardstanding, construction
compound, topsoil storage, tunnel arisings storage and pipe stringing area would
have a direct physical impact on this low value asset. With mitigation this impact
would be moderate leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Post-medieval activity at Goxhill site (Figure 6.2)
6.8.7

Construction activity associated with the launch pit construction compound,
topsoil storage, tunnel arisings storage and pipe stringing area would have a
direct physical impact on this low value asset. With mitigation this impact would
be moderate leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Potential Second World War defences at Goxhill site (Figure 6.2)
6.8.8

Construction activity associated with the launch pit, topsoil storage, hardstanding
and water management area in the eastern portion of the Goxhill site would have
a direct physical impact on this low value asset. With mitigation this impact would
be moderate leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Former field boundary at Goxhill site (Figure 6.2)
6.8.9

Construction activity associated with the construction compound, topsoil storage,
tunnel arisings storage and pipe stringing area would have a direct physical
impact on this low value asset. With mitigation this impact would be moderate
leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Ridge and furrow in vicinity of Soff Lane Diversion within Goxhill
study area (132 and 133 and recorded on geophysical survey)
(Figure 6.2)
6.8.10

Construction activity associated with the construction of the Soff Lane Diversion
will have a minor impact on this low value asset leading to a significance of effect
of neutral.
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Historic Landscape within Goxhill study area
6.8.11

Construction activity associated with the Scheme will result in impacts to some
elements of the historic landscape within the Goxhill study area. Some small
areas within the landscape will experience a change in character from agricultural
land to industrial. However in the context of the wider historic landscape these
changes are very minor and key elements such as field boundaries will be
retained. Therefore the impacts experienced by the historic landscape within the
Goxhill study area will be negligible leading to a significance of effects of
Neutral.

Church of St Andrew (LB1) within Paull study area (Figure 6.4)
6.8.12

There is potential for this asset to be affected by the Scheme during the
construction phase. Its setting adjoining the road could be affected by increased
traffic and the agricultural nature of several of the fields it overlooks would be
changed during construction. However, the presence of Paull AGI has already
introduced an industrial element into the landscape. In addition any negative
impact on the setting of this asset would be temporary and reversed when
construction is complete. It is anticipated that construction would last for a period
of 20 months on the Paull side of the Scheme. Therefore there would be a
temporary minor impact on this high value asset leading to a significance of
effect of slight adverse.

The Hall and associated Stables and adjoining Coach House within
Paull study area (LB2 and LB3) (Figure 6.4)
6.8.13

During the construction phase of the Scheme the agricultural character of several
fields visible from The Hall would be altered to an industrial character. This would
be a temporary change which would be reversed when construction is complete.
The main aspect of the house is orientated away from the application site so the
impact of the construction work should be small. In addition there would be partial
screening provided by 3m high soil storage bunds (refer to the Site Layout Plans
(DCO Document Reference 2.4) which would be created around certain areas of
the site during construction. Therefore there would be a temporary minor impact
on this medium value asset leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Potential palaeoenvironmental remains at Paull site (Figure 6.4)
6.8.14

Construction activity associated with the reception shaft and pipeline trench has
the potential to have a direct physical impact on this low value asset. With
mitigation these impacts would be minor leading to a significance of effects of
slight adverse.

Medieval ridge and furrow at Paull site identified through AP
analysis (Figure 6.4)
6.8.15

Construction activity associated with the reception shaft and pipeline trench has
the potential to have a direct physical impact on these negligible value assets.
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With mitigation these impacts would be minor leading to a significance of effects
of slight adverse.

Potential remains associated with medieval and post-medieval
agricultural activity at Paull site (Figure 6.4)
6.8.16

All construction activity at the Paull site has the potential to have a direct physical
impact on these low value assets. With mitigation these impacts would be minor
leading to a significance of effects of slight adverse.

Post-medieval field boundary and enclosure (109 and 110) within
Paull study area (Figure 6.4)
6.8.17

Construction activity associated with the widening of the access track has the
potential to have a direct physical impact on these low value assets. With
mitigation these impacts would be minor leading to a significance of effects of
slight adverse.

Historic Landscape within Paull study area
6.8.18

Construction activity associated with the Scheme will result is impacts to some
elements of the historic landscape within the Paull study area. Some small areas
within the landscape will experience a change in character from agricultural land
to industrial. However in the context of the wider historic landscape these
changes are very minor and key elements such as field boundaries will be
retained. There will be no impact on the medium value military HLC area around
Paull Point Battery. Therefore the impacts experienced by the historic landscape
within the Paull study area will be negligible leading to a significance of effects
of Neutral.

6.9

Difficulties Encountered in Compiling the ES

6.9.1

Due to the project timescales and unavailability of land for archaeological
fieldwork it was not possible to complete all phases of the archaeological
assessment prior to the completion of the ES. Therefore a programme of
archaeological trial trench evaluation is planned to take place at the Goxhill site
and a palaeoenvironmental assessment at the Paull site. Both assessments are
programed for early 2015 and their results would be submitted as an update to
this ES.

6.10

Summary

6.10.1

This chapter has presented baseline information on cultural heritage assets within
the Scheme and surrounding study area. Receptors potentially impacted by the
Scheme have been identified and appropriate mitigation has been proposed.
Finally an assessment of impacts on those receptors, taking into account the
proposed mitigation, has been presented.

6.10.2

The baseline information presented in this chapter is a synthesis of a larger
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baseline dataset which has been gathered through a combination of Desk-based
Assessment, Aerial Photograph Assessment and Geophysical Survey. The full
baseline is presented in the appendices of this chapter.
6.10.3

From the detailed baseline assessment a small number of cultural heritage assets
have been identified as potentially being impacted by the Scheme. These are;
Goxhill moated site (SM3) within the Goxhill study area, Goxhill hall (LB9) within
the Goxhill study area, Roman settlement activity at the Goxhill site as indicated
by cropmark evidence and geophysical survey results, Potential medieval activity
at the Goxhill site as indicated by cropmark evidence and geophysical survey,
Medieval agricultural activity at the Goxhill site , Post-medieval agricultural activity
at the Goxhill site, Potential Second World War defences at the Goxhill site,
Former field boundary at Goxhill site, Ridge and furrow in the vicinity of the Soff
Lane Diversion (132 and 133 and recorded on geophysical survey), the historic
landscape within the Goxhill study area, Church of St Andrew (LB1) within the
Paull study area, The Hall and associated Stables and adjoining Coach House
(LB2 and LB3) within the Paull study area, Potential palaeoenvironmental
remains at Paull site, Medieval ridge and furrow at Paull site identified through
AP analysis, Potential remains associated with medieval and post-medieval
agricultural activity at Paull site, Post-medieval field boundary and enclosure (109
and 110) within the Paull study area and the historic landscape within the Paull
study area. All of the receptors that are potentially impacted are of low value with
the exception of Goxhill moated site, Goxhill Hall and St Andrew Church which
are of high value and the Roman settlement activity at Goxhill and The Hall and
associated Stables and adjoining Coach House which are of medium value.

6.10.4

All other receptors identified in the detailed baseline assessment have been
scoped out of the assessment as they would not experience impacts as a result
of the Scheme. This is either because they are located outside of the area of
impact of the Scheme or design measures such as screening have been put in
place to remove impacts.

6.10.5

The environmental design measures that would be put in place to deal with these
impacts are archaeological excavation and archaeological watching brief in
advance of construction activity. Further information is outlined within the Initial
Construction Environmental Management Plan (DCO Document Reference 7.3).

6.10.6

With environmental design measures in place the overall residual effect on
Cultural Heritage receptors would be slight adverse with the exception of the
Roman settlement activity would experience moderate adverse residual effects.
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